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Friday, April 11, 2014 | Alexandra Hjerpe’s Senior Sermon  
 
“Hope in the Valley of Dry Bones” 
 
 A.  Good morning! Welcome everyone. I want to thank you all for joining us in worship today 
for my senior sermon, a part of the chapel series where graduating seniors are allowed the 
opportunity to share their stories of faith, learning and growth with Christ in their time at 
Augustana College. It is a privilege to be with you here today.  
 B. Before we begin, let us pause for a moment to rest in silence and prayer, and focus in on 
our intentions for worship today. Where are you at this morning? What burden, stress, sadness and 
concern weighs upon your shoulders this day? Wherever you are, and whatever burdens you carry: 
may the abundant and perfect peace of the Lord God, Jesus Christ, be with you always. Amen.  
 C. In our reading from the book of E-Z-KEEL this morning, we are paused to focus on the 
Valley of the Dry Bones. In this Old Testament story, the Spirit of the Sovereign Lord carries the 
prophet E-Z-KEEL to a harsh desert valley—as dry and as brittle as the bones of the skeletons lying 
twisted in its dust. In the depths of the valley, under the blinding heat of the sun, the Lord leads E-Z-
KEEL back and forth among the rows of ribs and skulls, and the prophet notices that these are the 
bones of a great many men, bleached white and dry by relentless heat and sand of this world.  
 D. Then, on the command of the Lord, E-Z-KEEL prophesies to the bones, saying to them, 
“Dry bones, hear the word of the Lord!: I will make breath enter you, and you will come to life. I will 
attach tendons to you and make flesh come upon you and cover you with skin; I will put breath in 
you, and you will come to life. Then you will know that I am the Lord.” And the Spirit of God moves 
through what is dead and fills it with life once again. It is a message of restoration out of dust.  
 E. In the Valley of the Dry Bones, there is an emphasis of what appears dry and devoid of 
life—and what cannot be done with mortal powers. In this story, the Spirit of the Sovereign Lord is 
called upon by the prophet—making his commandment of the dry bones not just with the skills 
inherent to a human being, even a prophet—but rather, in the quenching, sacred name of the Triune 
God. I want to point towards this powerful need for God’s support, in our own times of trial, today.  
 F. We have all had times in our own Valley of the Dry Bones: where our hope is almost gone, 
and we yearn for renewed breath in our weary frames. Sometimes, we are brittle with exhaustion, 
from all of the tasks we have committed to do; other times, our bones ache from all that we yearn to 
do, have failed to do, or know that we should do. And it is in these moments of deep weariness and 
spiritual dryness that we must bring our vulnerability to the nurturing, restorative care of our God, 
who promises to be with us in our seasons of suffering in his sacrificial death on the Cross.  
 G. I, also, have been to the Valley of the Dry Bones. In fact, I’ve spent a great deal of my time 
in the past 4 years at Augustana College trying to hike out of this valley of weariness, as I’ve 
struggled to manage a significant level of anxiety and depression. Some may not know this about 
me, as I’ve made it my task to master and avoid this emotional vulnerability by covering it up with 
leadership positions of academics and employment to keep myself busy, to appear strong, and to 
keep myself and others from asking me that question: ARE YOU WELL?  
 H. Questions like this are the ones that you or I sometimes try to avoid—because they may 
require slowing down, reflecting, and responsibility, and because our answers could require 
change, sacrifice, and submission of our carefully-crafted structures of control. It takes a level of 
vulnerability, and openness to speak; and when you are already dry, you do not want to be broken.  
 H. Now I certainly don’t have a super-skill like E-Z-KEEL’s prophecy beam, but I was doing 
pretty good for a while with my work, volunteer, and academic schedules. I have a knack for 
checklists and highlighting, and my Smartphone and linked Google calendar is never out of date. But 
as my winter and fall of 2013 increased with the anxiety and the sadness of an impending 
graduation for senior year, I began to panic, and pile on ever more work than before to keep me 
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distracted from the unavoidable reality: my time at my Augie home was ending, and I would soon 
be uprooted again.  
 Drawing in as many jobs, scholarships and graduate applications as possible, I prepared a 
schedule for J-term and Spring 2014 that would include 19 credits, 6 part-time jobs, 1 grad school 
application, 1 candidacy entrance application, 2 senior honors theses, and the additional outside-of-
class homework necessary for Ceramics and Creative Writing classes. In summary: TOO MUCH.  
 I. Needless to say, this January, I found myself collapsing under the emotional, physical, and 
psychological pressure of my overbooked senior year.  All the weight of my anxiety and sadness 
was not being re-directed by my hyper-organization and excessive work, but was actually, leading 
me to an ever-deeper valley of spiritual darkness. And at this unhealthy time, I also did not want to 
reach out to God or to others: I wanted to be okay, and I thought that meant I needed to do it alone.  
 J. However, no matter my doubled efforts, no matter my grade-point average or Covenant 
Awards, there was truly, only so much, that I could do as a human to pursue excellence and 
satisfaction with my gifts and talents: and it was not enough. I could not fully satisfy the needs of 
myself and my community. As my mentor Janet Blank-Libra, who also taught me the prayer of 
Morning Poem, told me, “You are not a Human-Doing. You must be a Human-Being.” I needed to 
slow down, and learn what it meant be: to rest in the care of God, and in the care of myself and 
others, in my time of weariness.  
 Eventually, we all reach a point where we run dry; where our bones are brittle to the 
morrow; where we find within ourselves a thorn inside of us heavier than lead. Here, we are in the 
Valley of the Dry Bones. But it is in this moment, where we are in the valley, that the Spirit of God 
intercedes for us, and the sovereign Lord enters in to put flesh on our bones to animate—or 
inspirit—our thirsty souls to new life. Fortunately, we do not have to find hope we cannot generate 
on our own: we can draw from the boundless and restorative well of God’s hope.  
 J. When we find ourselves here in this valley of dry bones, we may be tempted—out of 
shame, pride, or even deeper weariness—to avoid the help and the healing that God gently offers to 
us. But if we want to be well, we must reach out to those around us, and let God reach back toward 
us, too. We must speak God’s name, and draw on the hope from God’s gifts surrounding us. Our 
compassionate, human community is the very present hands and feet of our Lord Jesus Christ: 
thoughtful friends, family, mentors and co-workers can bring cups of mercy, grace, education and 
comfort to help satiate this deep thirst while we are in the desert. Our sacred text of the Bible is 
God’s Word in a literary form, offering us a concrete message and stories of comfort and 
reassurance, rich with psalms, laments, prophets, and blessings in our darkness, saying “Peace: I am 
with you.” And even in our moments when our sighs are too deep for words—and when we even 
dare not to pray—the Lord Jesus Christ reassures us that God’s Holy Spirit will intercede for us, or 
move within us, for the words to communicate our need and our grief to God in prayer.  
 K. As our Psalmist this morning tells us: Israel, Children of God, and all of creation—out of 
the depths, put your Hope in the Lord. For with the Lord is unfailing love, and with him is full 
redemption. He himself will redeem Israel. He will hear your cry for mercy, and be attentive to your 
suffering. Wait for the Lord, in hope.  
 L. Breathing life and flesh back into the dry bones, just as in text of E-Z-KEEL, the very name 
of the Holy Spirit of God awakens, invigorates, and restores life into the collapsed skeletons of the 
Valley. E-Z-KEEL witnesses a triumphant symbol of God’s hope in this moment: an invigorating 
response to human hunger and mortality, and we hear the rattle of the Spirit-Breath with him. 
Restoring, life and restoring hope, the Lord says to us, with all of our Dry Bones: “My people, I am 
going to open your graves and bring you up from them; I will bring you back to the land of Israel. I 
will put my Spirit in you, and you will live.” 
  In the comforting name of Jesus: Amen.  


